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protecting your proprietary rights

I

t can be more difficult
than you might think to
avoid granting the
government broad license
rights in your proprietary
technical data and computer software (collectively
“data”) under a defense
contract.

The Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation
Supplement (DFARS) provisions governing
data rights are both complex and unforgiving. An act as seemingly innocuous as
accepting a contract to develop a minor
modification to an existing product, or failing to use an appropriate restrictive legend,
can have the unintended consequence
of allowing the government to use your
proprietary technical data for competitive
procurement purposes, or even to reverse
engineer or decompile your proprietary
computer software.

Categories of Data

The DFARS identifies two broad categories
of information in which the government
may obtain license rights—1) technical
data 2) and computer software.

Technical Data
The term “technical data” refers to any
recorded information of a scientific or
technical nature.1 Technical data may be
recorded on any medium (e.g., paper,
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CDs, DVDs, hard drives,
limited rights (Technical
Data)
thumb drives, tape
“Limited rights” allow the government to use
backups, etc.) and in
your technical data internally.8 The governany form (e.g., drawment may not use limited rights data for
ings, graphs, pictures,
manufacturing or reprocurement purposes,
raw data, tables, text,
and may not disclose such data to third
etc.). Among the most
parties, except under very narrow circumimportant types of
stances (e.g., emergency repair and overtechnical data are
haul), subject to a prohibition on further
detailed manufacturuse and disclosure.9 The government obtains
ing or process data that
limited rights in 1) technical data pertaindescribes the steps,
ing to items, components, or processes
sequences, and condideveloped exclusively at private expense;
tions for making your
and 2) technical data developed exclusively
items and components,
at private expense and delivered under conor for performing your
tracts that do not require the development,
processes.2 Other examples of
technical data include computer
manufacture, construction, or production of
software documentation; computer
items, components, or processes.10
databases; manuals; specifications;
standards; technical reports; and form,
restricted rights
fit, and function data, which describe the
(computer software)
characteristics of your items, components,
“Restricted rights” allow the government to:
or processes to the extent necessary to
identify physically and functionally interchangeable items.3 The term “technical data”  Use a computer program on a single
does not include computer software or data
computer,
incidental to contract administration, such
as financial or management information.4
 Transfer a computer program to
another government agency,

computer software
“Computer software” includes source code
and object code.5 It also includes non-code
aspects of software, such as design details,
algorithms, processes, flow charts, formulae, and related materials that would enable
the software to be reproduced, recreated,
or recompiled.6 Computer databases and
computer software documentation are not
“computer software” under the DFARS.7

Types of Government License Rights

When the government buys your supplies
or services, you generally retain ownership.
The government generally acquires license
rights in your technical data and computer
software. Although you remain free to use
such data, the scope of the government’s
license rights can impact significantly the
government’s ability to reprocure your
supplies or services from another contractor.



Copy a computer program for archival
or backup purposes, and



Modify a computer program and obtain
restricted rights in the modification.11

In addition, the government may disclose
restricted rights computer software to third
parties under very limited circumstances,
which include:


To diagnose and correct deficiencies in
a computer program;



Combine or merge a computer program with other programs;



Respond to “urgent tactical situations”;
and



Enable emergency repair and overhaul
services.12
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In each case, the third party that receives
the software is subject to a prohibition on
further use and disclosure.
The government may not use restricted
rights software for any other purpose than
those listed above, and thus cannot freely
duplicate, reverse engineer, decompile, or
disclose such computer software. The government obtains restricted rights in noncommercial computer software developed
exclusively at private expense and required
to be delivered or otherwise provided to the
government under a contract.13

government purpose
rights
“Government purpose rights” allow the
government and its contractors to use your
data in any activity in which the government is a party.14 Thus, the government may
disclose such data to your competitors for
reprocurement and may duplicate, reverse
engineer, or decompile such computer software, but may not authorize your competitors to exploit the data commercially.15 The
government obtains government purpose
rights in the following circumstances:






Technical data pertaining to items,
components, or processes developed
with mixed government and private
funding (“mixed funds”);
Technical data created with mixed
funds under a contract that does not
require the development, manufacture,
construction, or production of items,
components, or processes; and
Computer software developed with
mixed funds.16

Government purpose rights generally last
for a specified period of time after contract
award (often five years), at which point the
government automatically obtains “unlimited rights.”17



Technical data created exclusively with
government funds under a contract
that does not require the development, manufacture, construction, or
production of items, components, or
processes; and



Computer software developed exclusively with government funds.19

unlimited rights
“Unlimited rights” allow the government to
use, modify, reproduce, release, perform,
display, or disclosure your data “in any manner and for any purpose,” and to authorize
others to do the same.18 Most importantly,
the government may provide unlimited
rights data to your competitors for any purpose, including competitive reprocurement
and commercial use. Unlimited rights also
allow the government to duplicate, reverse
engineer, or decompile your computer
software; to modify your source code; and
to disclose your source code and all other
aspects of your computer software to third
parties without restriction.

The government also obtains unlimited
rights in certain other categories of data,
regardless of the source of funding.
Examples of such categories of data include:


Studies, analyses, and test data produced for a contract and specified as
an element of performance;



Form, fit, and function data;



Technical data necessary for installation, operation, maintenance, or
training purposes (including computer
software documentation);



Corrections or changes to governmentfurnished technical data and computer
software; and



Data that is otherwise publicly available or has been released or disclosed

The most important categories of unlimited
rights data are defined by the source of
funds used for your development efforts.
These include:


Technical data pertaining to items,
components, or processes developed
exclusively with government funds;
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without restrictions on further use,
release, or disclosure.20
These categories of unlimited rights data
are typically less critical, however, because
they are unlikely to enable a competitor to
become an alternate source for your supplies or services.



If you do not want your competitors
to obtain particular data, then you
generally must furnish that data to the
government with limited, restricted, or
commercial license rights; and



In order to deliver data with limited,
restricted, or commercial license rights,
you must develop the underlying item,
component, or process, or the relevant
computer software, exclusively at
private expense.

commercial license
rights
The DFARS contains a specific clause for
the acquisition of rights in technical data
pertaining to commercial items (including
commercial components and processes).21
The clause provides the government with
unlimited rights in:


Form, fit, and function data;



Corrections to technical data furnished
by the government; and



Operation, maintenance, and training
manuals.22

All other types of technical data pertaining to commercial items may be used only
within the government, except for emergency repair and overhaul services.23 The
applicable DFARS clause also prohibits the
government from using technical data pertaining to commercial items for manufacturing purposes.24
The DFARS does not contain a standard
clause for commercial computer software.
Instead, it allows you to deliver commercial
computer software with your standard commercial license.25

specifically negotiated
license rights
“Specifically negotiated license rights” are
those license rights mutually agreed to by the
parties.26 A defense agency cannot agree to a
license that provides the government lesser
rights than those obtained by the government pursuant to a limited rights license.27
Two critical points emerge from the foregoing discussion:
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Follow-the-Funds Test

The basis for allocating data rights under
the DFARS is commonly referred to as the
“follow-the-funds” test. As reflected above,
this characterization is somewhat of an
oversimplification because it does not
account for the categories of data that must
be delivered with unlimited rights, regardless
of the source of funding (e.g., form, fit, and
function data). Nevertheless, it provides a
useful tool for understanding the allocation
of rights in the most important types of data.
Under the “follow-the-funds” test, the
government receives:


Unlimited rights in technical data pertaining to items, components, or processes
(and in computer software) developed
exclusively at government expense;



Government purpose rights in technical
data pertaining to items, components,
or processes (and in computer software)
developed with mixed funding; and



Limited rights in technical data pertaining to items, components, or processes
(and restricted rights in computer
software) developed exclusively at
private expense.

Understanding the “follow-the-funds” test—
including the sources of funding that qualify
as “private expense,” the point at which
hardware and software are deemed to be
“developed,” and the level of granularity at
which the test applies (“segregability”)—is
critical to protecting your proprietary rights.

protecting your proprietary
property rights
rights

private expense
Data that pertains to commercial items is
presumed to be developed at “private expense,” although this presumption is rebuttable.28 A noncommercial item is considered
to be “developed at private expense” if its
development has been funded exclusively
with the following:


Costs properly charged to indirect cost
pools (e.g., independent research and
development and bid and proposal
costs);



Costs properly not allocated to a government contract (e.g., profit, equity,
and costs charged to commercial
contracts); or



Any combination of the foregoing
costs.29

development
You can deliver data with unlimited or
restricted rights only if the underlying
hardware or software has been “developed”
exclusively at private expense prior to the
acceptance of any government funding.30
If you accept government funding before
your hardware or software has attained the
status of being “developed,” then it will be
deemed to have been developed with mixed
funding and the government will obtain
government purpose rights.

Software

A software program or module is considered “developed” if it has been: 1) operated
successfully in a computer; and 2) tested to
the extent necessary to demonstrate that
it can be expected to perform its intended
purpose.35 This standard requires coding,
compilation, and sufficient testing to demonstrate workability (e.g., a “beta” version).
Thorough debugging is unnecessary.
The non-code aspects of computer software,
such as algorithms and flowcharts, are considered “developed” if they have undergone
sufficient testing or analysis to demonstrate
that the software program, when coded,
can be expected to perform its intended
purpose.36 Computer software documentation, such as user manuals and training aids,
is considered “developed” when it has been
written in sufficient detail to comply with
the applicable contract requirements.37 This
requires a case-by-case analysis based on
the requirements of each contract.

segregability

Under the first prong of this test, an item or
component “exists” when it has been constructed (e.g., when a prototype has been
fabricated) and a process “exists” when it
has been performed.32 Thus, it is likely that
computer modeling alone cannot establish
development at private expense.

If you develop a product exclusively at private
expense, and then accept government funds
to develop a new component, there are two
ways to allocate the resulting data rights.
At the macro level, the modified product
as a whole would be developed with mixed
funding since the government paid for the
development of the new component. This
approach would result in the government
obtaining government purpose rights in data
pertaining to the entire modified product,
thus enabling it to use your data to reprocure that product from your competitors.

Under the second prong, an item, component, or process is “workable” if there
has been sufficient analysis and testing
to demonstrate a high probability that it

The regulations, however, do not require
this harsh result. Pursuant to the doctrine
of “segregability,” you can apply the followthe-funds test at the component or process

Hardware

An item, component, or process has been
“developed,” for data rights purposes, if: 1) it
“exists”; and 2) it is “workable.”31

42

will function as intended.33 The extent of
analysis and testing required depends on
the technology and the state of the art.34
Hardware that incorporates cutting-edge
technologies requires more analysis and
testing than hardware that incorporates
technologies that are more established.
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level. Thus, instead of obtaining government purpose rights in data relating to the
entire modified product, the government
would obtain limited rights (hardware) or
restricted rights (software) in data pertaining to components developed at private expense, and unlimited rights in data pertaining to components developed with mixed
funding.38 If the components for which the
government receives limited or restricted
rights would be difficult to duplicate, then
the government’s unlimited rights in data
pertaining to the other components would
not, as a practical matter, allow your competitors to duplicate your technologies.
In order to take full advantage of the
doctrine of segregability, it is important to
understand which components are deemed
sufficiently “segregable” for the purposes of
allocating data rights.

Hardware

The little guidance that exists in the DFARS
suggests that the doctrine of segregability
should be applied at the lowest component
level.39 Thus, any segregable replacement
part or assembly (i.e., any part that can be
physically removed from an assembly) and any
separately performed element of a process
should be considered “segregable.” It is less
likely that minor parts, such as nuts and bolts,
can be segregated, although the regulations
do not expressly preclude such a result.

at private expense, the government
would obtain limited rights in technical
data pertaining to the privately developed components and unlimited rights
in technical data pertaining to their
integration; and


In each case, the government would be
unable to provide your competitors with limited rights data pertaining to the privately
developed items, components, or processes,
thus making it more difficult for competitors to duplicate your technologies.

Software

The doctrine of segregability applies to
computer software at the “lowest practicable” level.40 Thus, portions of a computer
software program that are physically and
functionally divisible, such as modules and
subroutines,41 should be considered segregable. Consider the following examples:


If you were to develop a software
program at private expense and then
accept a government contract to add
functionality through new modules,
the government would obtain restricted rights in the privately-developed
portion of the program and unlimited
rights in newly developed modules; or



If you were to compile a software
module from source code developed
at private expense and subsequently
integrate that module into a computer
program developed with government
funds, the government would receive
restricted rights in the privately-developed module and unlimited rights in
the remainder of the program.

The doctrine of segregability has numerous applications in the hardware context.
Consider the following examples:




44

If you were to develop an item at
private expense and then accept a government contract to develop physically
segregable components, the government would receive limited rights
in technical data pertaining to the
privately developed item and unlimited
rights in technical data pertaining to
the newly developed components and
their integration;
If you were to accept a government
contract to develop a new system from
components previously developed
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If you were to develop a component
at private expense and then integrate
that component into a system developed under a government contract,
the government would receive limited
rights in technical data pertaining to
the privately developed component
and unlimited rights in technical data
pertaining to the rest of the system
and its integration.

protecting your proprietary rights

that your failure to identify the data, prior
to award, was based on lack of information regarding your need to use the data
or an inadvertent omission.45 In the case of
inadvertent omission, however, you may not
be permitted to assert proprietary rights if
the receipt of unlimited rights in the omitted
data was a significant factor in selecting
your company for award.46 Accordingly, it is
critical to implement policies and procedures
that are adequate to ensure that every item
of proprietary data that may need to be
delivered under the contract is listed in the
relevant attachment to your proposal.


Once again, if your competitors cannot independently duplicate the modules delivered
with restricted rights, the government may
be unable to find an alternative source for
your software.
The doctrine of segregability should also
be applied to the “non-code elements” of
software. Although the DFARS provides little
guidance on this point, the fact that it defines
what it means for such elements to be developed suggests that they may be segregable.42
And in practice, that is usually the case.

Four Common Traps
I. Failure to Analyze Data Rights
Before Proposal Submission

46



Whether performance of the contract requires the production of new
technical data for preexisting, privately
developed products or software;
Whether the solicitation includes any
unusual data rights clauses (e.g., the
“Rights in Special Works” clause)43
that would allow the government to
acquire title in data produced under
the contract;



Whether it is necessary to include any
proposal language that clarifies the
parties’ proprietary rights; and



Whether it is necessary to include any
proposal language that clarifies the
company’s obligations under the statement of work.

Accepting a contract that requires broad development efforts or includes unusual data
rights clauses can destroy your proprietary
rights. Accordingly, you should have in place
a procedure for analyzing the data rights
implications of each potential government
contract. Relevant considerations that
should be analyzed in connection with each
solicitation include:

Addressing these considerations will allow
you to analyze carefully whether performing
the work could risk compromising valuable
proprietary rights and whether your proposed technical solution could be structured
to mitigate such risks.



Whether the statement of work requires
further development or testing of products developed at private expense;



Whether any necessary development or
testing efforts can be limited to segregable components, elements, or modules;

Proposals submitted to military agencies are
required to include a standard form attachment that identifies all technical data and
computer software to be delivered with less
than unlimited rights.44 Data that you fail
to list on this form must be delivered with
unlimited rights, unless you can establish
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II. Failure to List Proprietary Data in
Pre-Award Notice

III. Failure to Use an Appropriate
Restrictive Legend
Data delivered with less than unlimited
rights must be marked with an appropriate
“restrictive legend.”47 The regulations require
a different restrictive legend for each type
of license right, and you must comply
strictly with the prescribed language.48
The government obtains unlimited rights
in data furnished without an appropriate
restrictive legend, even if that data would
otherwise qualify for delivery with limited
or restricted rights.49 You can add a legend
to unmarked data within six months after
delivery, but the government will not be
liable for use or disclosure of any data that
was not marked.50 Accordingly, it is important to implement policies and procedures
to ensure that each and every piece of
proprietary data delivered under a contract
includes the prescribed legend.
With regard to placement, the appropriate
restrictive legend must appear on the transmitted document or storage container and, for
printed material, on each page that contains
data furnished with less than unlimited
rights.51 When only a portion of a page is
subject to the asserted restriction, you are
required to identify that portion by circling,
underscoring, making a note, or some other
method.52 For computer software, it is advisable that you include the legend in as many
locations as practicable, including boot
screens, windows of programs, help menus,
related documentation, packaging, and the
physical media on which the data resides.

protecting your proprietary rights

The legend, of course, must not unreasonably obstruct the operation of the software
or its intended use.53
Although the regulations do not require
restrictive legends for technical data pertaining to commercial items or commercial
computer software, it is advisable to include
such a legend so that the user will know that
the data has been furnished with commercial, rather than unlimited, license rights.
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IV. Failure to Document
Development at Private Expense
If the government challenges your assertion
of proprietary rights in data, you will have
the burden to justify that you were entitled
to deliver that data with less than unlimited
rights.54 Thus, you must create and maintain
evidence sufficient to establish development
at private expense. Although the DFARS
does not specify what records are required
for this purpose, it is advisable to create and
maintain the following documents:












A memorandum that documents the
baseline technology, describes the
nature of the planned development,
and creates a separate account number
for the development effort;
Records of all costs charged to the
separate development account;
Periodic status reports on the progress
of the development effort;
Records of all significant tests performed and the design status at the
time of testing;
Engineering, laboratory, and project
management logs and journals; and
Copies of all contracts under which
products incorporating the relevant
technology are delivered, modified,
tested, or enhanced.

Following these simple guidelines will
make it much easier for you to validate
your proprietary rights in the event they
are challenged by the government. CM
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